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Assumptions, Limiting Conditions, & Disclaimers
This is a report on the results of a preliminary screening test intended for the limited purpose of identifying
probable diversification issues present in the subject portfolio that might result in better diversification and
increased return if modified. However, before making any modifications regarding diversification issues it will
be necessary to apply additional procedures and run a detailed analysis. When a detailed analysis is prepared,
based on application of additional information and additional procedures, the results of this is preliminary
screening test regarding diversification issues could change.
The information contained in this report is intended to provide limited information on how the analyzed
portfolios would have performed during the twelve month period, under circumstances where all positions
held on the first day of that period were held throughout the year and no changes occurred in number of
shares held in any of the portfolios throughout the year. Accordingly, all the portfolios used for this analysis
are hypothetical.
Information and data have been furnished by others and such information and data have been accepted as reliable. None
of the information or data prepared by outside sources was independently verified for accuracy or completeness.
Accordingly, no responsibility is assumed for information prepared and/or furnished by others.
We did not independently verify any of the historical financial data prepared by third parties for accuracy or
completeness, and therefore, do not express an opinion or any other form of assurance regarding the historical
financial data used in this report.
The Max UCR Removal Portfolio was based on an asymmetrical analysis utilizing data available as of April 1, 2017.
References made to any specific securities do not constitute an offer to buy or sell securities. The past
performance of an ETF, mutual fund, individual security, or investment/diversification strategy cannot
guarantee its future outcome or performance.
When applicable, listed ETF and mutual fund proxies were substituted for indices and unlisted collective or
alternative investment positions. Selection criteria for each proxy were based on estimated similarities to the
investment purpose and risk profile of the index or unlisted investment.
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AXXXX CONSERVATORSHIP
Risk / Return Status Screening Test
For The 1-Year Period Ended March 31, 2018
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Standard Deviation
Sharpe Ratio
Maximum Drawdown
Largest 1-Day Loss
UCR Removed by Diversification

FTSE ALL Cap
Global Index
15.01%
10.59%
1.2791
10.22%
-3.92%
N/A

MACRO
Allocation
7.22%
4.92%
1.4295
4.87%
-1.83%
N/A

Asset
Allocation
6.59%
4.83%
1.3818
4.71%
-1.75%
7%

Actual
Portfolio
6.99%
5.93%
1.1714
5.66%
-2.23%
2%

Max UCR
Removal
Portfolio
8.20%
4.96%
1.5102
4.82%
-1.49%
100%

Period Return is the geometric progression ratio of daily changes in each portfolio's value converted into a single constant
rate of return percent for the time period being examined, A/K/A Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR).
Standard Deviation is a statistical measure of risk within a portfolio measured by the variability of the portfolio’s return around
its average over a specific time period. Unlike alpha, beta, and R-squared which are relative to a benchmark index, standard
deviation is an absolute measure. In general, the higher the standard deviation, the greater the volatility or risk.
Sharpe Ratio measures a portfolio's excess return over the risk-free rate divided by the standard deviation of the excess
return. It is a measure of the absolute rate of return per one unit of risk. The better an investment's risk- adjusted performance
has been, the higher its Sharpe ratio will score.
Maximum drawdown is a portfolio's peak to trough performance measured from the high point reached prior to the decline's
inception until a new high is reached. The drawdown is determined on completion of the entire cycle, which cannot be known
until a new high is reached. Once reached the percentage decline from the old high to the lowest interim point of that cycle is
the drawdown. Maximum drawdown is the drawdown having the largest decline during the period examined.
UCR Removed by Diversification using the Max Removal Portfolio as the benchmark for UCR removal we compared
the percent of UCR removed from the other portfolios to the Max UCR Removal Portfolio's. The resulting percentage of
each portfolio's Variance Gap to the MAX UCR's Variance Gap is deemed to be the percent of UCR eliminated from that
portfolio via diversification.

GET YOUR NO OBLIGATION ASSESSMENT OF A PORTFOLIO
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to www.precisionfiduciary.com/challenge-worksheet/
Download the Excel worksheet
Follow the instructions
Expect results in 2-3 days

